
“Basically, I am a matter of 

light”* 

12th Primary School of Patras 

Experimental Class: Students: 15 (9 boys, 6 girls) 

Age: 10 

They worked in three  (3) groups of four (4) and one (1) group of 

three (3) 

Control Class: Students: 10 (6 boys, 4 girls) 

Age: 10 

They worked in couples 

Teacher: Christina Koutsospyrou 

 

 

Natural Sciences - Didactic Unit: Light 
(Rectilinear propagation of light, Light 

and Shadows) 

Multidisciplinary approach: A) Natural 
Sciences, B) Literature, C) Mathematics, 

D) Geography, E) Arts.  

*Poem by G.Seferis 

http://edmuse.eu/index.html


Goals: Students at the end of the course were able 

to: 

 
 explain that the creation of the shadow is a result of the rectilinear 

propagation of light 

 understand that shadow is formed when light encounters an opaque body 

 find experimentally that the size of the shadow varies per-account with body 

size but also the body's distance from the light source  

 anticipate changes in the size of the shade depending on the object's distance 

from the light source  

 explain how the position of the light source (including the Sun) affects the 

size and orientation of the shadow of bodies 

We also scoped to motivate students and increase their interest in Natural 

Sciences, promote a new way of learning and teaching through innovative 

methods, with the help of New Technologies. 

 



Method 

 
 While designing the process, we took into consideration the knowledge base 

of the students, their skills and their expectations. 

 Our practice was based on constructivism, where students act, take initiative, 

think upon their actions, decide 

 The practice was built upon the discovery learning theory (Bruner) which 

promotes motivation, creativity and independence. 

 The students worked in groups of four and five people, using the cooperative 

learning strategies such as Brainstorming, Roundtable, Jigsaw, Think-Pair-

Share, Artful Thinking. 

 2 hours teaching  

 Pre-test questions (6 True-False, 3 multiple choice, 1 open).  

 Post-test questions (6 True-False, 3 multiple choice, 1 open).  

 

 



Pre and Post Test Questions 



A), E) Exploring the American Museum 

Of Natural History 

Light travels in straight lines “They glow” 

Activity: We read information 

about the rectilinear propagation 

of light from the American Museum 

Of Natural History and we learn a 

few things about animals and 

plants that glow. 

Activities: 

http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/search/(keyword)/LIGHT
http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/search/(keyword)/LIGHT
http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/ology-cards/166-light
http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/marine-biology/they-glow2


A), E) Rectilinear propagation of light 

“ La Diseuse de bonne aventure” 

Caravaggio 

“La vierge des palefreniers” 

Caravaggio 

 

Activity: By observing paintings of 

Caravaggio and El Greco we talk about 

rectilinear propagation of light and we ask 

questions, such as: Where is light coming 

from? How did Caravaggio and El Greco 

paint it? Where and why do we see straight 

lines of light? etc.  

“La Trinidad” El Greco 

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DJH8R.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DJH8R.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DJH8R.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DJH8R.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DJH8R.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0IP3AQU.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0IP3AQU.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0IP3AQU.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/el/record/2059101/MP_P00824.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU


A), E) Shadows 

 

“Winter Shadows” 

Coburn Alvin Langdon 

“5 O' Clock In The 

Morning, London, 1836” 

Scharf, George senior 

Activity: We show pictures, drawings where shadows 

are visible and we ask the students to draw the source 

of light is and explain how shadows are created. 

“Entrée d'une auberge, conversation 

galante” 

Vermeer d'Utrecht  

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0I1GUV2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0I1GUV2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0I1GUV2.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/el/record/92037/_http___www_bl_uk_onlinegallery_onlineex_topdrawings_other_zoomify86262_html.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/el/record/92037/_http___www_bl_uk_onlinegallery_onlineex_topdrawings_other_zoomify86262_html.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/el/record/92037/_http___www_bl_uk_onlinegallery_onlineex_topdrawings_other_zoomify86262_html.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04AKQZN.html


C) Speed of light 

 Activity:We talk about the speed of light and we try to 

answer questions such as: How many meters does light cross 

in one minute? How many kilometers does light cross per 

second? How many kilometers does light cross per minute?  

 

Albert Einstein 

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/el/record/92066/bib_chccsa000058969.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU


B) Greek poet George Seferis 

A poem by G. Seferis 

“On a winter ray of light” 

G.Seferis reads G.Seferis 

“Our own sun” 

Lyrics in 

greek.  

Activity: We read the poems 

and we talk about 

expressions we know that 

include the word “Light”. 

https://vequinox.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/%CF%80%CE%AC%CE%BD%CF%89-%CF%83%CE%B5-%CE%BC%CE%B9%CE%B1-%CF%87%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%BC%CF%89%CE%BD%CE%B9%CE%AC%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%B7-%CE%B1%CF%87%CF%84%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B1on-a-ray-of-winter-light/
https://vequinox.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/%CF%80%CE%AC%CE%BD%CF%89-%CF%83%CE%B5-%CE%BC%CE%B9%CE%B1-%CF%87%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%BC%CF%89%CE%BD%CE%B9%CE%AC%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%B7-%CE%B1%CF%87%CF%84%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B1on-a-ray-of-winter-light/
https://vequinox.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/%CF%80%CE%AC%CE%BD%CF%89-%CF%83%CE%B5-%CE%BC%CE%B9%CE%B1-%CF%87%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%BC%CF%89%CE%BD%CE%B9%CE%AC%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%B7-%CE%B1%CF%87%CF%84%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B1on-a-ray-of-winter-light/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hktIHwQvrWs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hktIHwQvrWs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hktIHwQvrWs
http://www.greek-language.gr/digitalResources/literature/tools/concordance/browse.html?cnd_id=1&text_id=1683


A ), E) Aurora  

 

 “L'Aurore” 

Champaigne Jean-Baptiste de (1631-1681)Paris, musée 

du Louvre 

Activity: We look at 

the painting and we 

ask the students what 

they know about the 

Roman goddess 

Aurora. We talk about 

her and then we 

introduce them to the 

Northern Lights. 

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU04DHQZ2.html


A), D) Let’s talk about the Northern 

Lights (Aurora Borealis) 

“Aurora Borealis” 

Nasa Space Place 
“Space Storms and the Polar Aurora” 

Eugenides Foundation 

 

Activity: We read information about the 

Northern Lights from Nasa Space Place and we 

try to locate countries where we can see the 

Northern Lights in the World Map of our 

classroom. 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/aurora/en/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/aurora/en/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/aurora/en/
https://vimeo.com/185492152
https://vimeo.com/185492152
https://vimeo.com/185492152


D) Let’s draw our own Aurora Borealis! 

 

“Pastel Aurora” 

Nasa Space Place 

Activity: We follow the instructions from Nasa 

Space Place in order to paint our own Northern 

Lights. While presenting our work of art to the 

class, we choose a country or a city where we 

believe our Aurora is from (e.g. Norway, 

Canada etc). While painting we also watch a 

video about the Northern Lights made by a 

man who visited Iceland in 2013. 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/pastel-aurora/en/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/pastel-aurora/en/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/pastel-aurora/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1iq4Zm_WPA


Here they are! Northern Lights 

from Greece! 



Results: 

Experimental Class 

0% 50% 100% 150%

1. Does light spread in straight lines?

2. The closer one object is in the source of light
the smaller its shadow is.

3. Does light travel faster than sound?

4. Is the Earth a self-luminous object?

5. Are shadows created because certain objects
hide light itself ?

6. What we do when we play with shadows and we
want the figures to be big?

7. What happens when light meets a dark-coloured
surface?

8. On a sunny day is it preferable to wear light-
coloured clothes or dark-coloured? Why?

9. The glass we use in the shower is… 

10. Moon is the source of light for planet Earth.

Experimental Class-Pre and Post Test Comparison 

Experimental Class- Post  test- Right answers

Experimental Class- Pre test-Right answers



Results: 

Control Class 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

1. Have you heard about the planets? What is a planet?

2. Which do you think is the brightest object in the sky?

3. Where is the sun placed?

4. Name the planets you know.

5. Those planets took their names from ?

6. Is Earth placed in the center of our solar system?

7. Which from the bodies below is Earth's satellite?

8. Who is the biggest and who the smallest planet in our solar
system?

9. Those scientists study the planets and other celestial bodies of 
the universe… 

10. How do we call the instruments that help people study celestial
bodies and other sky bodies?

Control Class-Pre and Post Test Comparison 

Control Class- Post  test- Right answers

Control Class- Pre test-Right answers



Experimental and Control Class 

Improvement 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Experimental Class
Improvement

Control Class Improvement

Experimental and Control Class Improvement 

Thank you for your attention! 


